Intro to Drawing From Life Casts | Supply List
Instructor: Alex Trajkovski

- Paper: Strathmore Drawing Pad (11” x 14”)
- Pencils: Graphite Pencils
- You may bring in a complete set, but at the very least please bring the following:
  - H, HB, 2B, 4B
- Kneaded Eraser
- Blending Stump - The link below is just an example of what they are
  https://www.amazon.com/Blending-Tortillions-Drawing-Blenders-Student/dp/B08NJWHSLC/ref=sr_1_6?crid=X9Q0D6DSK4DU&keywords=blending+stumps+for+drawing&qid=1677029197&s=blending+stump%2Caps%2C136&sr=8-6
- Optional: Ruler (Really, this can be any kind of straight edge to make a grid. You can even use a credit card)